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Abstract
We study parameterized enumeration problems where we are interested in all solutions of limited size rather than just some
solution of minimum cardinality. (Actually, we have to enumerate the inclusion-minimal solutions in order to get ﬁxed-parameter
tractable (FPT) results.) Two novel concepts are the notion of a full kernel that contains all small solutions and implicit enumeration
of solutions in form of compressed descriptions. In particular, we study combinatorial and computational bounds for the transversal
hypergraph (vertex covers in graphs is a special case), restricted to hyperedges with at most k elements. As an example, we apply
the results and further special-purpose techniques to almost-perfect phylogeny reconstruction, a problem in computational biology.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We suppose familiarity with the notion of ﬁxed-parameter tractable (FPT) problems, otherwise we refer to [9,10].
In many combinatorial optimization problems, one wants a particular solution where some parameter k is minimized.
In the present paper we aim at the generation of all solutions with objective values bounded by parameter k. (Actually
we have to weaken this goal and enumerate only the inclusion-minimal solutions, see Deﬁnition 2.)
As an example that also motivated this study, we discuss the reconstruction of almost-perfect phylogenies. A perfect
phylogeny (PP) is a tree with node and edge labels that satisfy the following conditions (m is a ﬁxed integer).
• Every node is labeled by a bit vector (a1, . . . , am), of length m. Every bit vector appears at most once in the tree.
We call indices i = 1, . . . , m the positions.
• Every edge e is labeled by a subset L(e) ⊆ {1, . . . , m} of positions. The L(e) of different edges e are pairwise
disjoint, i.e., every position appears at most once in an edge label.
• For every edge e = ab, the labels (a1, . . . , am) and (b1, . . . , bm) of a and b, respectively, differ at exactly the
positions in L(e), that is, ai = bi if and only if i ∈ L(e).
 This work has been supported by the Swedish Research Council (Vetenskapsra˚det), project title “Algorithms for searching and inference
in genetics”, ﬁle no. 621-2002-4574. The paper is an improved and extended version of a contribution to the First International Workshop on
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Fig. 1. A perfect phylogeny.
It follows for all i that the nodes with the same ai value form a connected subtree. PP is a fundamental structure
in computational biology, as it describes evolutionary trees where at most one change (mutation) appeared at every
position. (Here, position can refer to pieces of DNA like genes or single base pairs, but also to features in the phenotype.)
Another application domain is linguistics [36]. Recently, PP attracted new attention as it supports haplotype inference. 1
We say that an n × m matrix, with entries 0 or 1, is a PP matrix if there exists a PP that contains all rows of the
matrix as node labels. Columns correspond to the positions, and the order of rows is arbitrary. Fig. 1 shows a small
example of a perfect phylogeny, with PP matrix
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
From a PP matrix one can reconstruct a PP in O(nm) time, and the smallest PP is unique. Reconstruction can be done
incrementally. Starting from an empty set of columns, add columns successively to the input and reﬁne the PP. Details
are not complicated, cf. e.g. [37, Section 14.1]. In a nutshell, if one node label x of length i − 1 is extended to both
x0 and x1, the corresponding node is split in two nodes joined by an edge labeled i, and the neighbors of this split
node are joined with its two copies according to their bits at position i. If more than one split node in one step or an
inconsistency of edge labels arises, then no PP can exist. If no split node appears, we have two subcases. If the ith bit
changes along one edge, then the tree remains the same. If the ith bit changes along several edges, they must form a
star. Then the center of this star becomes a split node, as above. In the last subcase, one label is not among the given
rows, but it must exist in the PP. Correctness can be proved through the fact that all these updates are forced.
We remark that the notion of PP has been generalized to non-binary cases, complexity results can be found in
[2,3,24,34].
A pair of columns in a 0,1-matrix is called complete if each of 00, 01, 10, 11 appears as a row in the submatrix
induced by these two columns. Throughout the paper we refer to 00, 01, 10, 11 as combinations. Let be
C :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
The following characterization of PP matrices is well-known, see e.g. [20,32,38].
1 It is quite impossible to cite all relevant papers here. The reader is referred to the proceedings of RECOMB 2002–2004, including satellite
workshops.
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Theorem 1. A matrix is a PP matrix iff it does not contain complete pairs, i.e., if submatrix C (with its rows in arbitrary
order) does not occur.
However, the PP assumption is often too strict. Repeated mutations at a few positions lead to deviations from the
PP structure, as they create complete pairs involving the affected columns. The resulting matrix contains a PP matrix
(after deletion of these columns). However, if only the matrix is given, several small subsets of columns can have this
property, possibly leading to different PP. Similarly, recent immigration into a PP population adds rows that do not ﬁt
in a PP structure, and we would like to recognize and remove them. Again, deletion of several small subsets of rows
may restore the PP property. Sequencing errors are also common, leading to bit ﬂips in the matrix. These corrupted
data may lose the PP property even if the true data would form a PP. Then the question is which bits are false. These
scenarios give reason to the following problems.
Row Deletion (C): Given a binary matrix, ﬁnd all minimal sets of at most k rows the deletion of which leaves
a PP matrix.
Column Deletion (C): Similarly deﬁned.
Bit Flips (C): Given a binary matrix, ﬁnd all minimal sets of k bit ﬂips such that the resulting matrix is PP.
An enumeration of all solutions suits the applications better than the minimization problem. The smallest number
of changes is not always the correct explanation of data, especially if the solution with minimum k is not unique.
Moreover, the correct explanation could be k changes away, although another consistent solution with some k′ < k
exists. Therefore we want an overview of all solutions with at most k changes. Since different solutions may lead to
different phylogenies, it is also a natural goal to reconstruct the part of the PP (i.e. without some rows or columns)
which is common to all these conceivable solutions, the maximum agreement structure so to speak.
Another phylogeny reconstruction problem has been studied in [19] from this perspective, see also [15] for more
discussion of the importance of enumeration.
More generally (but a bit vaguely perhaps) it can be said that parameterized enumeration is suitable when we want to
recognize certain objects from given data which do not perfectly ﬁt the expected structure. Then all potential solutions
are required for further inspection. Applications besides phylogeny may be found e.g. in data mining, classiﬁcation,
and clustering.
As we will see later, Theorem 1 connects our PP problems to a problem class we call subset minimization problems:
given a set of n elements, a property  of subsets, and some k, we want all minimal subsets of size at most k enjoying
. Note carefully that the term minimal refers to set inclusion, not cardinality! We say that  is closed under ⊃ if
every Y ⊃ X has property  whenever X has. For such  it sufﬁces to know the minimal solutions, as they obviously
“represent” all solutions. This motivates the following
Deﬁnition 2. Given a subset minimization problem, a full kernel is a set that contains the union of all minimal solutions
of size at most k.
We call a problem inclusion-minimally ﬁxed-parameter enumerable (IMFPE) if, for any instance of size n, all
minimal solutions with value at most k are computable in time O(f (k)p(n)) where p is polynomial and f any function.
Once we can compute in time O(f (k)p(n)) a full kernel whose size depends on k only, we can also enumerate the
minimal solutions in time depending on k only, hence the problem at hand is IMFPE in this case. The converse is not
clear: if a problem is IMPFE then the union of all minimal solutions has size O(f (k)p(n)) for some polynomial p. For
the IMPFE problems we will study here, there exist full kernels of size depending on k only, but we do not know if this
is always the case (whereas FPT and kernelizability are known to be equivalent).
It is crucial to notice that IMPFE is a more general notion than the optimally/minimally ﬁxed-parameter enumerable
(MFPE) problems in [15] where minimum cardinality solutions are required. To avoid confusion, we use the attribute
“inclusion-minimal”.
Examples of subset minimization problems are the problems of ﬁnding vertex covers in graphs and hitting sets of
set families (hypergraphs). The family of all minimal hitting sets to a given set family is also known as the transversal
hypergraph. Applications include models of boolean formulae, database design, diagnosis, and data mining. We refer
to [12,13,33]. Known algorithms for generating the transversal include a pseudo-polynomial output-sensitive algorithm
[16], algorithms for special hypergraph classes [4,35], and a practical heuristic based on simple but powerful ideas
[25]. Here we are interested in the “pruned” transversal hypergraph consisting of the minimal hitting sets of size at
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most k. An IMFPE algorithm as in Deﬁnition 2 can also be used to generate all minimal hitting sets by ascending
size: run the algorithm with k = 1, 2, 3, . . . and, for each k, list only the new solutions with exactly k vertices.
Apparently, generation ofminimal hitting sets by ascending size has not been addressed before, unlike e.g. lexicographic
ordering [23].
For an instance of Bit Flips (C), we deﬁne a PP correction set as a combination of at most k matrix entries whose
change (from 0 to 1 or vice versa) results in a PP matrix. Note that the property of being a PP correction set is not
closed under ⊃, nevertheless we deﬁne the notion of a full kernel as above: a set that contains the union of all minimal
PP correction sets of size at most k.
1.1. Contributions and organization of the paper
In Section 2 we obtain IMPFE results and bounds on full kernel sizes for the subset minimization problems Vertex
Cover, Hitting Set, and a generalization called Bounded Union. For Vertex Cover we achieve a tight worst-case
bound. Furthermore, we give a search tree algorithm that outputs certain compressed descriptions of all small vertex
covers of a graph, within less than the obvious time bound. This also demonstrates that the IMFPE notion, together
with concise descriptions, is not overly strict and allows for non-trivial efﬁcient algorithms. In Section 3 we apply the
results to the three almost-PP reconstruction problems mentioned above. These problems may be easily reduced to
those from Section 2, however, in some cases we get better time bounds than the naive reductions would yield.
1.2. More related literature
Recently, almost-PP reconstruction has also been studied in [38] in a more general framework (destroying all
occurrences of a given small submatrix), however, without time bounds for enumeration. Results in [14] are based
on a different, distance-based imperfection measure. The viewpoint in [36] is more similar to ours, but the focus was
different, and exhaustive search is used for PP with extra columns. Various computational biology problems allow FPT
results, see e.g. [11,18,19]. Closely related to error correction in PP matrices is reconstruction of PP from incomplete
matrices [34,21]. It might be interesting to study the parameterized complexity of this NP-hard problem. Papers [31,32]
contain results on directed PP reconstruction with missing entries.
An overview of maximum agreement problems is given in [22]. Usually they have as input an arbitrary set of
structures, rather than slight variants of one structure. In [8] we proposed a simple incremental PP haplotyping algorithm
for instances with enough genotypes. The ideas in the present paper may lead to extensions to almost-PP populations,
making PP haplotyping more applicable.
1.3. Some graph- and set-theoretic notation
In a graph G = (V ,E), we denote by n and m the number of vertices and edges, respectively. Throughout the paper,
the number of hyperedges in a hypergraph is denoted by h.
A vertex cover in a graph is a set of vertices which is incident to every edge. A k-vertex cover is one with at most k
vertices. For a minimal k-vertex cover we use abbreviation k-MVC.
For a vertex v ∈ V we denote by N(v) the set of neighbors of v, and N [v] = N(v) ∪ {v}. For a set Y ⊆ V , graph
G − Y is graph G after removal of Y and all incident edges. For U ⊆ V , symbol G[U ] denotes the subgraph of G
induced on U.
For a particular case of transversal we use a special term: for a family of pairwise disjoint sets S1, . . . , Sc we deﬁne
the disjoint product to be the family of all sets {s1, . . . , sc} where si ∈ Si for i = 1, . . . , c.
2. Hitting all small hitting sets
2.1. Vertex cover: full kernel
Vertex Cover is perhaps the classical FPT graph problem. Let VC(k) be an FPT time bound for the following
problem: given a graph G = (V ,E) and a number k, ﬁnd some k-MVC in G. Recall that a full kernel for Vertex
Cover is, according to our deﬁnition, any subset of V that entirely contains all k-MVC in G.
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Theorem 3. Every instance of Vertex Cover has a full kernel of cardinality 14 (k + 1)2 + k, and this bound is
asymptotically tight. A full kernel of that size can be constructed in O(m + VC(k)) time. Moreover, the full kernel
without the vertices common to all solutions contains at most k2 edges, and this bound is asymptotically tight as well.
Proof. First we show that graphs with a full kernel of 14 (k + 1)2 +(k) vertices exist for any odd k, and hence our
upper bound is tight subject to lower-order terms. Consider the disjoint union of s stars K1,s , each consisting of a vertex
(the center) connected to s leaves. Let k = 2s − 1. Since the leaves of any star together with the centers of all other
stars form a k-MVC, the full kernel is the whole graph, with s(s + 1) = 14 (k + 1)2 + 12 (k + 1) vertices.
As for the upper bound, we start from the simple kernelization in [5], show that it provides a full kernel, and reﬁne
the idea further. Our construction maintains two disjoint subsets S,U ⊆ V of the vertex set V of graph G = (V ,E),
such that the following invariants hold: S is in the intersection of all k-MVC of G, S ∪ U contains the union of all
k-MVC of G (in other words, S ∪ U is a full kernel), and every vertex not in S ∪ U has neighbors in S only.
Let be s = |S|. From the invariants it follows readily: a set C is a k-MVC of G if and only if C is the union of S and
some (k − s)-MVC C′ in the subgraph G[U ] induced by U.
Deﬁne k′ = k − s. Suppose for the moment that G[U ] has a full kernel of size at most
1
4
(k′ + 1)2 + k′ =
(
k − s + 1
2
)2
+ k − s.
By the equivalence stated above, this would imply that G has a full kernel of size at most
(
k − s + 1
2
)2
+ k − s + s
(
k + 1
2
)2
+ k.
Thus, it is enough to establish the claimed upper bound for some G[U ].
Next we discuss how we obtain and update S and U. Initially, let be S := ∅, and U := V , trivially they satisfy the
invariants. Now, given any S and U that satisfy the invariants, we ﬁrst run an iterative “cleaning” process as follows. We
move all vertices of degree larger than k′ to S, remove from U also the vertices isolated in U (i.e., with neighbors in S
only), and decrement k′ for every new vertex added to S, until none of these steps is applicable any longer. Correctness
of this procedure is evident. We particularly stress that, after cleaning, U is free of isolated vertices.
Now consider any vertex coverC′ inG[U ], and note that I := U \C′ is an independent set. Let u ∈ U be some vertex
with maximum number bk′ of neighbors in I. (Actually u ∈ C′.) Suppose that some k′-MVC C′′ of G[U ] without
u exists. Then C′′ must include these b neighbors of u. There remain at most k′ − b vertices to cover all other edges.
Vertices inC′ ∩C′′ can cover at most (k′ −b)b edges betweenC′ and I, being incident to at most that number of distinct
further vertices in I. Since U has no isolated vertices, this limits I, and we get |U | = |I | + |C′|(k′ − b + 1)b + |C′|.
The product is maximized for b = (k′ + 1)/2, which gives |U |
(
k′+1
2
)2 + |C′|. In particular, C′ can be chosen as a
k′-vertex cover of G[U ].
Recall that if |U |
(
k′+1
2
)2 + k′, we have also found a full kernel of G of the desired size, and hence we can stop.
The previous paragraph shows: as long as |U | is still larger than this threshold, vertex u speciﬁed above must be in
every k′-MVC of G[U ]. But then we can move u to S and enter the cleaning procedure again. Eventually we reach the
former case, which completes the construction.
All counting and update operations run in totally O(m) time, since every edge is affected O(1) times. Every new u
can be picked from a simple data structure that maintains the degrees. A k′-vertex cover must be computed only once,
in the beginning (k′ = k). This explains the VC(k) term in our time bound. Whenever some u ∈ C is moved to S later
on, the remainder is still a k′-vertex cover, for the new k′.
The last assertion about the edge number follows immediately from the fact that the ﬁnal U has some k-MVC and
vertex degrees in U are at most k. An example with k2 edges is the complete bipartite graph Kk,k . 
Remark. (1) A somewhat larger full kernel of size ≈ k2/2 can be computed already in O(m) time: in the previous
proof, let I be the set of vertices of degree 1, and C = U \ I . If a k-MVC without u exists, k − b vertices must cover all
but b edges. Each of them has at most k neighbors, at most b of which are in I, and vertices not in I have degree at least
2. Now, a counting argument and observations maxib i + (k − i)/2 = (k + b)/2 and (k − b)(k + b)/2k2/2 yield
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the result. To get a full kernel algorithmically, we can choose u as the vertex with most neighbors of degree 1. This
avoids the computation of an initial k-MVC. However, VC(k) extra time is needed anyway, if one wants to determine
any single k-MVC from the full kernel.
(2) An O(k2) result has been presented already in [15], but for the MFPE version and without analysis of the constant
factor. In view of our motivation of the full kernel as a subset containing all possible changes, we ﬁnd it interesting to
know its absolute size in the worst case. A similar graph partition that supports the enumeration of all minimum vertex
covers has been developed recently in [7]. An upper bound of k2/3 + k is shown in [1], however, not for a full kernel
(because one reduction rule is to delete pendant vertices). For the optimization version of Vertex Cover there exist
problem kernels of size 2k [27], see also [28,6].
(3) It was crucial to restrict the full kernel to minimal vertex covers. If we dropped the minimality condition, the size
would not even be bounded by any function of k. A simple example is the star K1,n−1, with k = 2: The center plus any
leaf is a solution, and their union has size n. But the full kernel as we deﬁned it (merely the center) has size 1.
In the following we distinguish nodes of a search tree from vertices of the graph, to avoid confusion.
Theorem 4. Vertex Cover is IMFPE. All minimal solutions of size at most k can be enumerated in O(m + k22k)
time.
Proof. Given the graph G, compute the full kernel as in Theorem 3 and divide it in the set S of vertices being necessarily
in every k-MVC, and the remainder U. List all edges e1, . . . , em that are in G[U ]. Create the root of a search tree. At
any node of the search tree proceed as follows: take the next yet uncovered edge uv from the list, put u or v in the
solution and branch for every choice. Label every child node by the vertex just selected. (Thus, uv is yet uncovered if
u, v do not appear as labels on the path from the root to the current node.)
Since this adds a new vertex to the solution on the considered tree path, but at most k vertices can be selected, the
search tree has depth at most k, and at most 2k leaves. Since every inner node has two children, the total size of the tree
is O(2k). Finally we prune the tree, that is, we successively remove all leaves where the edge list has not been scanned
completely. From the search tree we can read off all k-vertex covers, as they are the label sets of paths from the root to
the leaves.
One easily veriﬁes that any k-MVC C appears, in fact, as some path in the search tree we can trace as follows. For
every ei in the list that needs to be covered, we choose a vertex of ei being in C and go to this child. It always exists
since C is a vertex cover. Therefore this path has only labels from C. On the other hand, its label set cannot be smaller
than C, since every edge has been covered and C is a minimal vertex cover.
On every path we checked, for every edge uv in the list, whether label u or v was already on the path. Since U has
at most k2 edges by Theorem 3, this gives the time bound O(k22k). Pruning costs O(2k) time.
Note that the search tree may contain leaves with non-minimal solutions C. We may cut them away as follows. For
every vertex in C ∩ U , check whether all its neighbors in U are in C as well. Due to the degree bound in U, this needs
O(k22k) time in all 2k leaves. 
2.2. All k-vertex covers in o(2kpoly(n)) time
Base 2 in Theorem 4 cannot be improved in general, because there exist graphs with 2k minimal vertex covers of size
k, for instance k disjoint edges. Hence O(2k) is, subject to a polynomial factor, the optimal time bound for enumerating
all minimal k-vertex covers. On the other hand, the solution space for such a trivial graph is just the disjoint product of
these edges, i.e. vertex pairs. It can be described in just this way and, if desired, explicitly enumerated afterwards with
small delay.
This observation motivates a modiﬁcation of the problem: compute a concise description of the family of all k-MVC.
More speciﬁcally, the description shall consist of a set-theoretic expression shorter than 2k . For explicit deﬁnitions we
take some common set operations and form expressions in the usual inductive way. Note that we measure the worst-case
complexity in terms of parameter k rather than the number of k-MVC, i.e. we do not necessarily get output-sensitive
algorithms.
A further “liberalization” may be discussed: one could be contented with a description of a set family that contains all
k-MVC but perhaps also many non-minimal vertex covers. This might allow faster computable and shorter expressions.
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However, in this paper we insist on the family of k-MVC. An advantage of such a strict description is repetition-freeness
(an issue raised also in [15,25]), that is, every k-MVC will appear exactly once. In this section we derive a result of the
desired type, by a search tree algorithm that makes decisions for vertices rather than edges. For the recursion we need
a more general problem statement.
Minimal Vertex Cover Extension (MVCExt): Given a graph G = (V ,E) and a set Y ⊂ V , ﬁnd all sets X
enjoying these two properties: (1) X ⊇ Y , and (2) X is a minimal vertex cover in G. Let k-MVCExt be the same
problem with the additional demand (3) |X|k.
k-Vertex Cover is the special case when Y = ∅. For general Y it is NP-hard to decide whether an instance
of MVCExt has a solution [4], however, we are studying the parameterized problem. In the following we give our
algorithm for k-MVCExt.
A vertex in a subset X of vertices is said to be redundant in X if all its neighbors are in X, too. We set up a search tree
the root of which is labeled by the given G, k, and Y. At the leaves of the current tree, except dead ends, we perform
various operations divided in phases as described below.
Phase 1: First check if |Y | > k, or if some vertex inY is redundant inY. In these cases no solution X ⊇ Y can exist,
and the leaf becomes a dead end. Otherwise we choose some v /∈ Y with maximum number of neighbors outsideY and
create two children. In one branch we add v to Y and set k′ := k − 1. In the other branch we decide that v /∈ Y , which
has some immediate implications: ﬁrst we put all neighbors of v in Y, as they have to be chosen anyway, and we set
k′ := k − |N(v)|. Then we diminish the graph by removing N [v] and all incident edges, and we set Y ′ := Y − N [v].
This routine is correct, since the solutions to k-MVCExt with v /∈ Y correspond exactly to the solutions to k′-MVCExt
in G − N [x] (with Y ′ instead of Y).
We run this procedure until no more vertex v /∈ Y with at least two neighbors outside Y exists in any leaf. For every
leaf of the current search tree this means that G − Y merely consists of isolated vertices and edges. Isolated vertices v
in G − Y cannot be added to Y anymore, otherwise v would be redundant.
Phase 2: If no vertex in G − Y has neighbors in Y, we can already output a description of all minimal vertex covers
X ⊇ Y and then stop processing that leaf: if |Y | plus the number of isolated edges exceeds k, there is no such X (dead
end). Otherwise, every X is the union of Y and the disjoint union of edges in G − Y .
If some vertices outsideY have at least two neighbors inY, we choose such a vertex v. Let u be v’s unique neighbor
outside the current Y. In the branch where v is moved to Y, we know that u cannot be added to Y anymore. Thus we
apply the routine for u /∈ Y (as described in Phase 1). That is, we ﬁrst add N(u) to Y and then remove N [u] from the
graph. In the branch where v stays outside Y, we ﬁrst move u to Y and then remove N [v] from the graph. In particular
this means that at least three members of the new Y are removed from the graph.
At the end of Phase 2, G − Y at every leaf consists of isolated edges, and every vertex outside Y has at most one
neighbor in Y.
Phase 3: Edges in G − Y not adjacent to Y are treated as before. Edges uivi in G − Y where only one vertex vi ,
say, has a neighbor y ∈ Y are divided in bundles, one for each y. If only such edges occur, we can concisely describe
all minimal vertex covers X ⊇ Y : we have to choose one of ui, vi for every i, with the only restriction that not all vi
a bundle can be chosen together, since this would render y redundant. Clearly, this set family can be expressed as a
disjoint product of vertex pairs, minus one speciﬁc set of vertices.
It remains to decide, for edges uv in G − Y where both u and v have a neighbor in Y, which one of u and v shall be
put in Y. We take these decisions successively for all such edges, thus creating a subtree rooted at the considered leaf.
At the end of Phase 3, every leaf is either a dead end or contains an expression describing a set of k-MVC’s (or a
single k-MVC). The list of all these expressions is a complete description of the solution space.
Now we analyze the size of the search tree. We adopt the O∗ notation that suppresses polynomial factors in k and n.
Theorem 5. A description of all k-MVC of a given graph, using only disjoint products of edges, unions and differences
of sets, and union of set families as operations, can be computed in O∗(1.74k) time.
Proof. We assign a budget to every tree node as follows. For a constant r to be speciﬁed later, the root gets budget
(1 + r)k. Whenever children of a tree node are created, both start with the budget value of their parent. Then, the
children are charged for modiﬁcations of the graph and Y (compared to their parent node): adding a node to Y costs 1
unit, removing a node from the graph costs r units. Since every vertex may be added to Y and removed from the graph
at most once along a tree path, and |Y |k, budgets never become negative.
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In each step of Phase 1, the child dedicated to v ∈ Y pays 1 unit, and the child dedicated to v /∈ Y pays at least
2 + 2r , since at least two neighbors have been ﬁrst put inY and then removed from the graph. (Note carefully that both
steps have costs, according to our charging scheme.) In Phase 2, the children for u /∈ Y and u ∈ Y pay at least 1 + r
and 1 + 3r units, respectively, as one can see from the rules of this phase. For edges uv in G − Y where both u and v
have a neighbor in Y (the only new case in Phase 3), both children pay at least 1 + 2r units.
With variable b for the budget, we get recurrences t (b) t (b−1)+ t (b−2−2r), t (b) t (b−1−r)+ t (b−1−3r),
t (b)2t (b− 1− 2r) for the number of leaves, each recurrence corresponds to one phase. The characteristic equations
are x2+2r = x1+2r + 1, x1+3r = x2r + 1, x1+2r = 2. Deﬁne y = x1+r and z = xr . Note that 1 < z < y, and
that y is the base we obtain, because the tree size is O(t ((1 + r)k)). Since k = 0 leads to no branching, we can
set t (0) = 1.
Solutions t (b) = xb have to satisfy y2yz+1, yz2z2 +1, and yz2. For ﬁxed r we are interested in the largest x
that satisﬁes all inequalities, since the resulting y bounds the base in t (b). To be on the safe side we take the worst-case
x (and hence y), as it is not clear how many nodes belong to each phase. We ﬁnally choose r so as to minimize this
largest y. Equivalently, we choose z so as to minimize the largest y. Resolving our three inequalities for y yields the
bounds z/2 +√z2/4 + 1, 1 + 1/z2, and 2/z. Due to 1 + 1/z22/z, the third bound is redundant. Equating the ﬁrst
two expressions we get the desired z and y. However, it is simpler to resolve y2 = yz + 1 and yz2 = z2 + 1 for z and
then equate, which yields y5 − y4 − 2y3 + y2 + y − 1 = 0 with solution y ≈ 1.74. Since we spend polynomial time
at each tree node, the time is O∗(1.74k) as well. 
Remark. (1) If we allow only disjoint products and unions in our expression, we get a somewhat worse base y ≈ 1.8
(the solution of y3 − y2 = 2y − 1), by running only Phase 1 and a modiﬁed Phase 2 where vertices v may have only
one neighbor in Y. We omit the proof, since it follows the same lines.
(2) Since the length of expressions at every leaf is polynomial, even linear in k (see above), our result also yields
O∗(1.74k) total description length.
(3) As for the techniques, the bases we derive by characteristic equations are related to branching numbers as in
[17], however, combined with a further weight parameter r in the argument, which is used only for optimizing the base.
(Cf. similar techniques for 3-SAT in [26] and earlier work.)
(4) The O(1.47k) search tree for the optimization version of k-Vertex Cover, mentioned as an introductory example
in [17], has leaves with disjoint unions of paths and cycles in G − Y . This does not yet provide a description of all
k-MVC in our strict sense, particularly since the remaining vertices outside Y must be carefully chosen in order to
avoid redundancies in Y. One can still easily enumerate all combinations of vertex covers of bounded size on these
paths and cycles, but their unions with the respective Y would also contain many non-minimal vertex covers. After
removal of redundant vertices we would get an enumeration of the k-MVC, however, with many repetitions. Our
description is repetition-free, simply because any two branches of the decision tree differ in the membership of some
vertices in Y.
2.3. Full kernels for transversals
Next we study generalizations of Vertex Cover to hypergraphs. Our enumeration version of the Hitting Set
problem is formulated as follows.
Hitting Set: Given a hypergraph G with n vertices and h hyperedges (subsets of vertices), and a number k, ﬁnd all
minimal sets of at most k vertices that hit every hyperedge.
In c-Hitting Set, the cardinality of hyperedges is bounded by c, hence c = 2 is Vertex Cover. In the following,
c is always assumed to be constant. For recent results on the optimization version for c3 see [29]. We study an even
more general problem for any constant c: a multiedge is deﬁned as a family of at most c disjoint sets of vertices. The
following problem statement is needed in Section 3.1, but it is also quite natural as such and may be of independent
interest, however, we are not aware of earlier mention of it.
Bounded Union: Given h multiedges, i.e. families of at most c disjoint sets, each with at most d vertices, ﬁnd a
subset U (resp. all minimal subsets U) of at most k vertices, that entirely includes at least one set from each multiedge.
In other words, ﬁnd a union of sets, one from each multiedge, with size bounded by k.
Note that the input size is at most cdh. We say that U settles a multiedge {S1, . . . , Sc} if Si ⊆ U for some i. Thus,
a solution to Bounded Union must settle all multiedges. Note that Hitting Set is the special case when d = 1.
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On the other hand, Bounded Union is trivially reducible to Hitting Set (recall the deﬁnition of disjoint product).
Replace every multiedge {S1, . . . , Sc} with the disjoint product of its sets and declare the resulting |S1| · . . . · |Sc|
sets as hyperedges. Now, a set U hits all hyperedges iff U settles the multiedges. It follows that this reduction also
preserves all solutions. However, it blows up the input size by factor O(dc). Thus, it is better to work directly on
instances of Bounded Union, without the detour via this reduction.
Theorem 6. Bounded Union is IMFPE. All minimal solutions can be found in O(dck+1h + min{kc2k, hkck}) time.
Proof. Again, we construct a bounded search tree, but here on the whole instance. List the given multiedges. Create
the root of a search tree. At any node proceed as follows: take the next yet unsettled multiedge, select any set of
it and branch. Label every child node by the vertices just selected. Since this adds at least one new element to the
union, the search tree has depth at most k, at most ck leaves, and O(ck) nodes in total. From the search tree we can
read off all unions: on any path from the root to a leaf, just collect the labels. Completeness of the solution space
can be easily established. As for the time bound, note that on each path, every multiedge is processed only once
in O(cd) time.
A naive method for ﬁltering the non-minimal solutions is pairwise comparison in O(kc2k) time. Individual testing
of every solution U for minimality is faster if h < ck . Proceed as follows. For every multiedge e, list the vertices of U
contained in e. If S ⊆ U for exactly one set S of e, then the vertices in S are not redundant. Mark all non-redundant
vertices found that way. Assume that all multiedges are already settled by these marked vertices. In this case, U is
minimal iff U contains no further, unmarked vertices. This check needs O(hk) time. In the other case, some multiedges
are not yet settled by the marked vertices. But since U is a solution, we can conclude two things: (1) Not all vertices in
U are marked. (2) For every multiedge, either one set consists of marked vertices only, or at least two sets are entirely
in U. By (1) we can remove an unmarked vertex from U, and by (2) still some set of every multiedge is in U. This
means, U is not minimal, and we do not need further tests. 
Theorem 6 implies a full kernel of at most kck vertices. We can show a smaller bound in case k > c, along with an
efﬁcient construction, thus extending results from [29,30] to full kernels.
Theorem 7. For any instance of Hitting Set or Bounded Union, an equivalent instance with no more than kc
hyperedges can be obtained in time O(ckc−1h). Both problems have a full kernel of (c − 1)kc + k vertices.
Proof. First we count how often every vertex appears in the hyperedges, in O(cdh) time. It sufﬁces to go through the h
hyperedges or multiedges. (For an instance of Bounded Union, there is no need to perform the reduction to Hitting
Set explicitly, as we know the cardinalities of sets in the multiedges. Details of counting are obvious.)
Suppose that each vertex appears in at most kc−1 hyperedges. Then, a set of size k can hit at most kc hyperedges. If
there is a solution at all, the instance contains only that many hyperedges, with a total of k + (c − 1)kc vertices, and
we are done. Otherwise we select a vertex and kc−1 + 1 hyperedges containing it.
Suppose by induction that we have found a set C of size i, and a family Hi of kc−i + 1 hyperedges with C as subset.
Either (1) some C ∪ {y}, y /∈ C is in at least kc−(i+1) + 1 hyperedges of Hi , or (2) k distinct vertices y /∈ C are not
enough to hit all hyperedges of Hi . In case (1), the induction hypothesis holds for i + 1. In case (2), each hitting set of
size k must also hit C. But then we can create a hyperedge C and delete supersets of C in Hi from the instance, without
altering the solution space.
This case distinction can be decided in O((c − i)kc−i ) time, since it sufﬁces to consider all y from the union of
members ofHi . We ﬁnd the hyperedges inHi that are to be deleted within the same time. If case (1) still holds for i = c,
we have two copies of the same hyperedge and can also delete one. Altogether, we reduced the number of hyperedges
by at least one, in O(ckc−1) time.
The procedure is repeated less than h times. The vertex counters can be updated in time proportional to cd times the
number of deleted hyperedges, which is a total of O(cdh). Finally note that dk can be assumed. 
Combining the two results, we improve the coefﬁcient of h from Theorem 6, provided that k > c:
Corollary 8. All minimal solutions of Bounded Union can be computed in O(ckc−1h + dck+1kc + ckkc+1) time.
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Proof. Construct a full kernel with at most kc (rather than h) hyperedges, as in Theorem 7, then run the algorithm from
Theorem 6 on it. 
Exponent c in Theorem 7 is optimal:
Proposition 9. There exist hypergraphs with a full kernel of more than (k/c)c vertices for c-Hitting Set.
Proof. We straightforwardly generalize the example for the lower bound in Theorem 3. For simplicity let k be a
multiple of c. Consider a complete (k/c)-ary tree of depth c, that is, every non-leaf has k/c children, and all leafs have
distance k from the root. We deﬁne a hypergraph with hyperedges of cardinality c: every path from the root to a leaf (but
excluding the root) is a hyperedge. It is fairly obvious that every vertex is contained in some minimal hitting set of size
at most k. 
For c = 2 we had the worst-case optimal constant factor 1/4 (Theorem 3). As an open question, we ask what the
optimal factor for any ﬁxed c > 2 is. We conjecture that the truth is closer to 1/cc than to c−1. A suitable combination
of arguments from Theorems 3 and 7 may close the gap.
3. Imperfect phylogeny reconstruction
3.1. Row deletion
Consider an instance of Row Deletion (C), the problem of ﬁnding all minimal sets of at most k rows in a binary
n × m matrix, such that the matrix without these rows is a PP matrix.
Proposition 10. Provided that n > 4k, any instance of Row Deletion (C) is equivalent to an instance of Bounded
Union with h
(
m
2
)
< m2, c = 3, and d = k.
Proof. We give a reduction. If the given instance has a solution at all, then, in any complete pair, one of 00, 01, 10, 11
appears in at most k rows. Moreover, at most three of these combinations appear in at most k rows, since n > 4k was
assumed.
Now we deﬁne a hypergraph. Every vertex is a row of the matrix. For every complete pair of columns i, j we
construct a multiedge ei,j as follows. For  = 00, 01, 10, 11, hyperedge ei,j, is the set of rows containing combination
 at sites i, j , but only if this set has at most k rows, otherwise ei,j, does not exist. Let ei,j consist of these (1, 2 or 3)
hyperedges.
Destroying a complete pair means to remove all rows that contain one of 00, 01, 10, 11. Thus the problems are
equivalent. 
Before we state our theorem, we discuss a naive application of the Bounded Union results: reduce the problem
to Bounded Union as in Proposition 10, then solve this instance of Bounded Union in O(k2m2 + 3kk4) time
(Corollary 8). To this end we may check all O(m2) column pairs for completeness. But, unfortunately, for each pair we
have to look at almost all rows, therefore this preprocessing needs O(nm2) extra time. In total we get O(nm2 + 3kk4)
and lose the computational beneﬁts of a small kernel. The time can be improved using an idea mentioned in [21].
The complete pairs of an n × m matrix can be found already in O(nm−1) time, where O(n) is a bound for matrix
multiplication. But still, the dependency in m is not linear. We omit all details, because the following time bound is
even better, unless 4kn or 3k > m−2.
Theorem 11. Row Deletion (C) is IMFPE. Provided that n > 4k, all minimal solutions can be computed in
O(3knm) time. We can also identify a set of at most 2k3 + k rows such that the PP without these rows can be
correctly reconstructed within the mentioned time bound.
Proof. First ﬁnd some complete pair in O(nm) time as follows: construct a PP incrementally, until a failure occurs at
column j, say. Column j together with some column i < j forms a complete pair. Finding such i is trivial. The complete
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pair i, j contains at most 3 of 00, 01, 10, 11 at most k times. Label the affected rows in the matrix, and branch for
every combination. Apply the same procedure to the matrix without the selected rows, etc. In order to avoid copying
the whole matrix for use on the different tree paths, we may work on the original matrix and observe the row labels.
This way we spend only O(nm) time at each of the O(3k) nodes.
The second assertion follows from Theorem 7, since all minimal solutions are in a full kernel. 
For the sake of completeness we mention that for n4k the same idea gives the time bound O(4kkm), since
we may have to branch on all four combinations. However, the interesting case was that parameter k is small
compared to n.
Example. Finally we give an illustration (with n4k, to have a suitable format for a small example). Consider the PP
matrix from Section 1, with two lines added:
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Let the parameter value be k = 2. We simulate the work of the decision tree algorithm, scanning the pairs of columns
in, say, lexicographic ordering. Columns 1,2 form a complete pair. We have to consider three branches for the bit
combinations in columns 1,2 that appear at most twice. Since k = 2, rows 3,4,5 do not form a set in our multiedge for
columns 1,2. Removing row 7 gives already a PP matrix. (In Fig. 1, the new vertex subdivides the edge with labels
1,2.) If we remove only row 6, we encounter the next complete pair of columns 1,3. Since only one more row can be
taken away, we have to remove either row 4 or row 7. The second solution is not minimal. Removing row 4 (and 6)
gives a PP matrix. In a third branch for columns 1,2 we remove rows 1,2 and get another solution.
3.2. Column deletion
Theorem 1 immediately reduces PP plus k columns to Vertex Cover: the reduction graph G has the columns
as vertices and the complete pairs as edges. This reduction costs naively O(nm2) time, or O(nm−1) time using
an idea from [21] mentioned earlier. But we can even get linear dependency on the matrix size, which is better
unless k2 > m−2. The idea is not to construct the entire G from the matrix, but only a small full kernel. Its
size is not yet optimal, but we can further reduce it afterwards, which will cost only time depending on k. The
ﬁrst step is:
Lemma 12. A full kernel of size at most 2k2 + k for Vertex Cover in G can be computed in O(k2nm) time.
Proof. As earlier, ﬁnd some column y involved in a complete pair, and then all complete pairs with y, in O(nm) time.
If these are more than k pairs, y belongs to every solution. In this case, similarly as in Theorem 3, we put vertex y in a
set S. We also remove column y from the matrix and put it aside, and decrement k.
Otherwise, if y has degree at most k in G, we look for all complete pairs that involve all neighbors of y in G, and so
on. That is, we run breadth-ﬁrst-search (BFS) on G, with the only modiﬁcation that “high-degree” vertices encountered
are removed. This yields some connected subgraph of G. If the BFS stops, we remove all columns reached by BFS and
repeat the whole procedure with the remaining matrix, as there could exist other connected subgraphs of “low-degree”
vertices. Let U be the set of all vertices reached in this way and not added to S.
S ∪ U is a full kernel, since BFS traversed at least the edges that are not incident to S. If there is a solution at all, at
most k2 edges can be in U, since vertices in U have degree at most k. Thus we have obtained a full kernel of desired
size in O(k2nm) time. 
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Theorem 13. Columndeletion (C) is IMFPE.We can also identify a set of at most
(
k+1
2
)2+k columns and correctly
reconstruct the PP without these sites in O(k2nm + f (k)) time, where f is some exponential function.
Proof. Once a full kernel with O(k2) vertices is found as in Lemma 12, we can enumerate all k-MVC in the induced
subgraph of G explicitly or as a concise description, using one of the earlier theorems. The time bound depends on
the method, but in either case it is a function of k only. The last statement follows immediately from the bound in
Theorem 3 and the fact that the matrix without a (smallest) full kernel has no complete pairs. 
The result above exploits only the fact that a few columns do not ﬁt in a PP. These “bad” columns could look
arbitrarily. It arises the question whether we can take advantage of additional assumptions, if we know the way the
matrix has been produced (e.g. by random mutations).
3.3. A full kernel for bit ﬂips
Errors in data are more delicate than missing entries. In the latter case we “know what we don’t know”, whereas
wrong data are not straightaway distinguishable from correct ones.
Recall the deﬁnition of Bit Flips (C) and of a minimal PP correction set. Without the restriction to minimal sets,
the full kernel size would not be limited in terms of k. (This may be compared to Remark (3) after Theorem 3.) For
example, note that every matrix with at most three rows is PP, thus any set of k entries is trivially a PP correction set.
The following idea for an algorithm for Bit Flips (C) easily comes into mind: since k changes corrupt at most k
rows and columns, we may identify the full kernels of Row Deletion (C) and Column Deletion (C) and take their
intersection matrix. However, it is not clear that, e.g., the columns hosting a minimal PP correction set also form a
minimal solution of Column Deletion (C) (and similarly for rows). Nevertheless, it is easy enough to identify a full
kernel bounded by some function of k.
Theorem 14. Provided that n > 4k, Bit Flips (C) has a full kernel with less than 65 · 6k matrix entries which can be
determined in O(6knm) time.
Proof. Find a complete pair i, j of columns in O(nm) time. Due to n > 4k, at most three of 00, 01, 10, 11 appear in at
most k rows in i, j , and we must get rid of one of these combinations. We branch for the at most three combinations and
then successively treat all rows in i, j having the chosen combination. In every pair we have to change one bit, in order to
destroy the combination. We branch for the two choices. When we are ﬁnished, we look for another complete pair, etc.
A path in the process stops when the matrix is PP, or if the number k of changes is exhausted. Every 2-branching comes
with a change, and every 3-branching is followed by at least one 2-branching. Thus the number of nodes representing
bit ﬂips is easily bounded by
∑k
i=1 6i . We have to search for a complete pair O(6k) times: at most once in every
tree node. 
Note that we get base 6 only due to the worst case that, in every complete pair we consider, three combinations
appear exactly once. The typical tree size is expected to be much smaller. For n4k the same algorithm gives base
8. However, any bound coming readily from the search tree is exponential in k. As an open problem we ask whether,
actually, the full kernel is polynomial in k. 2
4. Conclusions
We have introduced the notion of inclusion-minimal ﬁxed-parameter enumerable (IMFPE) problems which is be-
lieved to be natural for a range of applications where one is interested in all candidate solutions. A second central
concept is the full kernel of an IMFPE problem. Unlike problem kernels for FPT optimization problems, a full kernel
is also interesting in its own right, rather than being only a computational mean, because a full kernel includes all sets
2 Preliminary results for another modiﬁcation problem called Cluster Editing, see [17] for the deﬁnition, give a polynomial full kernel.
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where any two minimal solutions may disagree, and everything outside is uniquely determined. Along with succinct
representations of solution spaces, IMFPE may give rise to non-trivial algorithms and a whole direction of further
research within the FPT branch. We derived results for transversals and imperfect phylogeny reconstruction and stated
open problems, in particular, optimal results for c-Hitting Set, c > 2, are missing. We should be able to study virtually
every FPT problem in this perspective.
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